We adapt some of the planar results of [3] and [9] into higher dimensions. In particular, it is shown that every unbiased local limit of graphs sphere packed in R d is d-parabolic (under some additional boundedness assumptions). We then extend parts of the circle packing theory into higher dimensions and derive few geometric corollaries. E.g. every infinite graph "well" packed in R d has either strictly positive isoperimetric (Cheeger) constant or admits arbitrarily large finite sets W with boundary size which satisfies |∂W | |W |
Introduction
The theory of mathematical quantum gravity in three or more dimensions, even discrete, is notoriously hard and not much established so far, if at all. This is due in particular to the fact that enumeration techniques and bijective representations are missing, see for instance [1] . However there are a couple of two dimensional results that were not depending on enumeration e.g. recurrence of local limits of bounded degree random triangulations [3] . Theory of discrete conformal structure based on circle packing seems to be adaptable to higher dimension (at least partially): the core of this note is the observation that links between circle packing and potential theory (see [9] ) can be extended, leading in particular to a generalization of [3, Theorem 1.1] . In section 4, we develop some geometric corollaries of sphere packing in R d . We hope that this minor contribution will open the doors for more than three and higher dimensional theory of sphere packing and quantum gravity. We essentially follow the proofs of [3] and [9] with the proper modifications and report on some geometric applications. 
Notations and terminology
In the following, unless indicated, all graphs are locally finite and connected.
Packing's
Definition 2.1. A d-sphere packing P = (S v , v ∈ V ) is a collection of d-dimensional balls (sometimes also called spheres) of center C v and radius r v with disjoint interiors in R d . We associated to P an unoriented graph G = (V, E) called tangency graph, where an edge {u, v} ∈ E if and only if S u and S v are tangent.
The 2-dimensional case is well-understood, thanks to the following Theorem. ) . A finite graph G is the tangency graph of a 2-sphere packing if and only if G is planar and contains no multiple edges nor loops. Moreover if G is a triangulation then this packing is unique up to Möbius transformations.
Theorem 2.2 (Circle Packing Theorem
This beautiful theorem has a long history, we refer to [16] for further information. When d = 3, very little is known. Although some necessary conditions for a finite graph to be the tangency graph of a 3-sphere packing are provided in [10] , the characterization of 3-sphere packable graphs is still open (see last section). For packing of infinite graphs see [4] . To bypass the lack of the circle packing theorem in dimension 3 or higher, we will restrict ourselves to packable graphs, that are graphs which admit a sphere packing representation. One useful lemma in circle packing is the so-called "Ring lemma" [12] that enables us to control the size of tangent circles under a bounded-degree assumption. We can directly require this property on the d-sphere packing. Definition 2.3. Let M > 0. A family P of d-sphere packing's is M -uniform if for every P ∈ P with tangency graph G = (V, E),
• the graph G has maximal vertex degree less than M ,
it is a tangency graph of a M -uniform sphere packing in R d . More generally we say that a graph is well-packable in
Remark 2.4. If G is packed in R d such that complexes generated by the centers of the spheres is a tetrahedrangulation (that is all simplexes of dimension 3 are tetrahendrons), then an extension of the ring lemma in three dimensions ( [17] ) implies that under a bounded degree assumption, the packing is M -uniform.
Remark 2.5. All the results presented in this work can be extended to general packing by "fat sets", i.e. packing's by homothetic sets with bounded ratio between outer and inner radii.
d-parabolicity
The classical theory of electrical networks and 2-potential theory is long studied and well understood, in particular due to the connection with simple random walks (see for example [7] for a nice introduction). On the other hand, non-linear potential theory is much more complicated and still developing, see [14] . A key concept for dpotential theory is the notion of extremal length and its relations with parabolicity (extremal length is common in complex analysis and was imported in the discrete setting by Duffin [8] ). We present here the basic definitions we use in the sequel. Let G = (V, E) be a locally finite connected graph and Γ(v) the set of all semiinfinite self-avoiding paths in G starting from v. If m : V → R + is a metric on V , the length of a path γ in G is the sum of m(v) over all vertices v in γ:
is infinite. This definition does not depend upon the choice of v ∈ V .
Remark 2.6. A similar notion of parabolicity can be defined for metrics m : E → R + defined on edges. However, this two notions coincide in the context of bounded degree graphs. In the planar case, 2-parabolicity for vertices is closely related to discrete conformal structure such as circle packing and square tiling [6, 13, 2, 9 ].
Local limit of graphs
there is a graph-isomophism of G onto G which takes o to o . We can define (as introduced in [3] ) a distance on the space X of isomorphism classes of locally finite rooted graphs by setting 3 Proof of Theorem 2.8
We proceed as in [3] :
1. we first construct a limiting (possibly infinite) random packing whose tangency graph is the local limit of the finite graphs, 2. then we show that this packing has a.s. at most one accumulation point in R d , 3. finally we conclude with a Lemma relating packing in R d and d-parabolicity.
Step 1 : Let (G i , o i ) i 0 be a sequence of unbiased, M -uniform in dimension d, random graphs. Let P i be a (random) packing of G i . We can assume that o i is independent from P i (choose a deterministic packing given the graph, and then choose the root uniformly at random). LetP i be the image of P i under the linear mapping so that S o i is the unit sphere in R d . Let k ∈ {1, 2, ...}. Since the packing's are M -uniform, the centers C v and radii r v of sphere S v corresponding to vertices
Hence, by compactness, we can assume that along a subsequence, the packing'sP j converge (in a certain sense) in distribution to some random d-sphere packing P in R d . It is easy to see that this convergence implies weak convergence of the random rooted tangency graphs. We can assume with no loss of generality that there is no need to pass to a subsequence.
Step 2:
If P is a d-sphere packing, an accumulation point of P is an accumulation point for the centers of the spheres of P .
w ρ w Figure 1 : Illustration of the definition of (δ, s)-supported. Here, the point w is (0.5, 7)-supported.
are M -uniform, the centers C v and radii r v of sphere S v corresponding to vertices
Step 2: If P is a d-sphere packing, an accumulation point of P is an accumulation point for the centers of the spheres of P .
Proposition 3.1. Almost surely, P has at most one accumulation point.
To show this proposition, we mimic [3, Proposition 2.2, Lemma 2.3]. Suppose that C ⊂ R d is a finite set of points. (In the application below, C will be the set of centers of balls in P j .) When w ∈ C, we define its isolation radius as ρ w := inf |v − w| : v ∈ C \ {w} . Given δ ∈ (0, 1), s > 0 and w ∈ C, we say that w is (δ, s)-supported if in the ball of radius δ −1 ρ w , there are more than s points of C outside of every ball of radius δρ w ; that is, if To show this proposition, we mimic [3, Proposition 2.2, Lemma 2.3]. Suppose that C ⊂ R d is a finite set of points. (In the application below, C will be the set of centers of balls in P j .) When w ∈ C, we define its isolation radius as ρ w := inf |v − w| : v ∈ C \ {w} . Given δ ∈ (0, 1), s > 0 and w ∈ C, we say that w is (δ, s)-supported if in the ball of radius δ −1 ρ w , there are more than s points of C outside of every ball of radius δρ w ; that is, if
Remark 3.2. This definition is invariant under translation and dilatation of the
For every δ ∈ (0, 1) there is a constant c = c(δ, d) such that for every finite C ⊂ R d and every s ≥ 2 the set of (δ, s)-supported points in C has cardinality at most c|C|/s.
The proof of this subtle lemma is the same as in [3] and is therefore omitted. Proof of proposition 3.1: We argue by contradiction. Assume that there is δ ∈ (0, 1) and a probability bigger than ε such that P has two accumulation points p 1 and p 2 with |p 1 − p 2 | 3δ. Take s = 3c(δ, d)ε −1 . Since the packing'sP j converge (in a certain sense) to P , this implies that for j sufficiently large, the probability that o j is (δ, s)-supported in P j is bigger than ε/2. But by independence of o j and the packing P j , lemma 3.3 implies the last probability is less than
Contradiction.
Step 3:
The following extension of [9, Theorem 3.1 (1)] enables us to finish to proof of theorem 2.8. 4 Geometric applications
Isoperimetric inequalities and alternative
If W is a subset of a graph G, we recall that ∂W is the set of vertices not in W but neighbor with some vertex in W . We begin by a isoperimetric consequence of d-parabolicity which is an extension of [9, Theorem 9.1(1)]. The proof is similar.
Proposition 4.1. Let G = (V, E) be a locally finite, infinite, connected graph. Suppose that G is d-parabolic (metric on vertices). Let o ∈ V , and g : R + → R * + be some nondecreasing function.
(1) If for every finite set W containing o ∈ W , we have |∂W | g(|W |) then
(1) 
. Intuitively, water flows in the graph G starting from o, m(v) is the time that water needs to wet v before flowing to its neighbors. A vertex v ∈ V begin to get wet at h = min I v and is completely wet at h = max I v . The function s v (h) represents the percentage of water in v. We set s(h) := v∈V s v (h). Since d m (o, ∞) = ∞, for every h ∈ R + there are only finitely many v ∈ V such that s v (h) = 0 and then s(h) is piecewise linear. We denote W h := {v ∈ V, h max I v } the set of vertices that are totaly wet at time h and G h := {v ∈ V, h ∈ I v } the set of vertices that are getting wet at time h. Clearly 
, then the number of completely wet vertices is at least s(h)/2 and consequently |G h | g(s(h)/2). Thus (2) always holds. At points where h → s(h) is differentiable we have
, and thus using (2):
Integrating for 0 < a < h < b < ∞ and using Hölder with p = d we get
.
Remark that
We conclude that f (.)
is not integrable, and the same conclusion holds for g(.)
A comparison series-integrale ends the proof of the first part of the proposition. For the second part, set n k = |W k | and define for N ∈ N * a metric m :
for v ∈ ∂W k and k N, 0 otherwise.
By definition of the extremal length, it suffices to show that
Note that n k+1 n k + g(n k ), thus by monotonicity of g, we obtain 1 g(n k )
Let us recall the definition of Cheeger constant of a infinite graph G:
The following corollary generalizes a theorem regarding planar graphs indicated by Gromov and proved by few. See Bowditch [5] for a very short proof and references for previous proofs.
Corollary 4.2. Let G be an infinite locally finite connected graph which admits a M -uniform packing in R d . Then we have the following alternative:
• either G has a positive Cheeger constant (hence exponential growth),
• or they are arbitrarily large subsets W of G such that
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a infinite connected graph which is the tangency graph of a M -uniform packing in R d (in particular G has bounded degree M ). If Cheeger(C) = 0, then we can find a sequence of subsets A i ⊂ G such that +ε with probability bigger than ε. We claim that the set W and its boundary are already contained in G. Indeed, if B ⊂ G, let B (k+1) be the set of vertices v ∈ B such that d gr (v, ∂B) k + 1; the fact that
for all k ∈ N * . Hence with probability tending to 1, the ball of radius k + 1 around o i in A i is a subgraph of G. Details are left to the reader.
Non existence of M -uniform packing
As a consequence of the last corollary, the graph Z d+1 cannot be M -uniform packed in R d for some M 0. This is a weaker result compared to Benjamini and Schramm who showed in [4] that Z d+1 cannot be sphere packed in R d . Their proof relies on non-existence of bounded non constant d-harmonic functions on Z d . The separation function can give a simple proof of that fact as well.
The parabolic index of a graph G (see [15] ) is the infimum of all d 0 such that G is d-parabolic (with the convention that inf ∅ = ∞). For example, Maeda [11] proved that the parabolic index of Z d is d. It is easy to see that the parabolic index of a regular tree is infinite, leading to the following consequence. Corollary 4.3. Let G n be a deterministic sequence of finite graphs. If there exists f (n) → ∞ and k ∈ {2, 3, ...} such that:
Proof. Note that any unbiased weak limit of G n is the k-regular tree and apply theorem 2.8.
That is, if for a sequence of k-regular graphs, k > 2, the girth grows to infinity then only finitely many of the graphs can be M -uniform packed in any fixed dimension. The same holds if the limit is some other nonamenable graph.
Packing in
By proposition 3.4, we know that a graph G packable in R d must be d-resolvable, and if the packing of G has finitely many accumulation points then G is d-parabolic. In dimension d = 2, He and Schramm [9] proved that 2-parabolicity is a necessary and sufficient condition for a planar graph with one end to be packable in all R 2 . We present here a weak generalization of this result. We begin by a duality lemma similar to [9, Proposition 5.2].
Definition 4.4. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and Γ a collection of subsets of G.
In dimension d = 2, this notion coincide with extremal length.
Lemma 4.5. Let G = (V, E) be a connected, possibly infinite graph. Let A, B ⊂ V be two nonempty subsets and set Γ := Γ(o) for some v ∈ V . Denote by Γ * the collection of all subsets γ * ⊂ V such that γ * intersects every γ ∈ Γ. Then we have For h ∈ R + remember that the set G h is the set of vertices that are getting wet at time h. Since the Length m of every path in Γ is at least L, it is easy to see that
For any v ∈ V , the set of h ∈ R such that v ∈ G h is an interval of length m(v). Therefore, the above inequality yields
which proves the proposition. Now, consider a tangency graph G = (V, E) of a d-packing P in R d . We assume that G is d-parabolic and has one end. Applying an inversion (Möbius transformation) we can assume that the packing P = (S v , v ∈ V ) is contained in B R d (0, 1) except for one sphere S o whose center is C o = ∞. Because G has only one end, it is easy to see that the set Z of accumulation points of P is compact connected. Let m : V → R + be the metric on G defined by
With this definition, we have m ∈ L d (V ). Because G is d-parabolic and thanks to the preceding lemma we have is not packable in R d though is known to be 4-parabolic.
The two following questions deal with the geometry of the accumulation points of packing's in R d . Question 4. Does there exist a graph G packable in R d in two manners P 1 and P 2 such that the set of accumulation points for the centers of P 1 is a point but not for P 2 ?
Question 5 ([4]
). Show that any packing of Z 3 in R 3 has at most one accumulation point.
Question 6 (Dropping M -uniform assumption). Let (G n , o) a sequence of finite unbiased random graphs packable in R d (without M -uniform assumption). Suppose that (G n , o) converge weakly in (X , d) toward (G, o) . Is it the case that G is almost surely d-parabolic ? Question 7 (Parabolicity for edges). What is left of Theorem 3.4 in the context of edge parabolicity ? For instance, is it the case that every local limit of unbiased random planar graphs (without bounded degree assumption) is 2-edge-parabolic (which means SRW is recurrent) ? 
Open problems
Several necessary conditions are provided in this paper for a graph to be (Muniform) packed in R d . The first two questions are related to existence of packable graphs in R d . is not packable in R d though is known to be 4-parabolic.
Question 5 ( [4] ). Show that any packing of Z 3 in R 3 has at most one accumulation point.
Question 6 (Dropping M -uniform assumption). Let (G n , o) a sequence of finite unbiased random graphs packable in R d (without M -uniform assumption). Suppose that (G n , o) converge weakly in (X , d) toward (G, o) . Is it the case that G is almost surely d-parabolic ? Question 7 (Parabolicity for edges). What is left of Theorem 3.4 in the context of edge parabolicity ? For instance, is it the case that every local limit of unbiased random planar graphs (without bounded degree assumption) is 2-edge-parabolic (which means SRW is recurrent) ?
Question 8 (Sub-diffusivity). Let G be a d-parabolic graph. Consider (S i ) i 0 a simple random walk on G. Show that E [d gr (S 0 , S n )] n −1/2 does not tend to infinity. 
